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Abstract: Why do countries privatize their pension systems? Extant accounts see pension privatization as the product of non-responsive and non-accountable governments who can ignore public preferences. Recent privatizations in the new democracies of Eastern Europe belie this view. This paper presents a new theory of pension privatization that applies to democratic polities with mature pension schemes. It argues that when citizens lose confidence in the existing pension system and retain confidence in capital markets, privatization can become an exercise in political credit-claiming. To establish this connection, it presents evidence about public opinion and the policy process in one privatizer, Poland, and an equivalent non-privatizer, the Czech Republic. Keywords: Pensions, Privatization, Eastern Europe



1 Recent Republican candidates for U.S. president have committed themselves to privatizing a portion of Social Security. Will they succeed in his attempt? Most theories of pension politics answer no. Pensions are purportedly the third rail of politics that cannot be touched without electoral retribution. And the larger the change in pension policy – partial privatization being a very large change – the more resistance politicians will face. Yet, lately pension privatization has succeeded in a large number of states around the world including Chile, Argentina, Mexico, Peru, and Kazakhstan. Looking more closely at these cases may tell us what has to happen for privatization to become a winning political gambit. Not all of these cases, however, will provide help in understanding current privatization attempts in America and Western Europe. The first privatizations were passed in Latin America. But these countries are poor comparators to the established democracies for two reasons: many were not consolidated democracies at the time they privatized – and so politicians presumably did not face the threat of electoral retribution – and most did not have mature and universal pension schemes – and so privatization did not affect most voters. Recently, a better set of comparators has emerged. In 1997, a relatively consolidated democracy with a mature and universal pension scheme, Poland, decided to partially privatize its pension systems.1 This paper asks why democratically-elected politicians decided to grasp the third rail of politics. How were politicians able to privatize a pension system in which all citizens had a large stake and do so under fully democratic conditions?



2 This paper argues that privatization was possible in Poland because public opinion permitted it. While existing theories predict that most of the population will oppose privatization, in Poland the public became positively disposed to privatization. They saw it as a solution to serious problems in the existing pension system, which in their view was heading towards bankruptcy and was delivering unjust benefits. Privatization thus became a matter of credit-claiming; politicians came to see it as a way to improve their reelection prospects. 1. The Nature of Pension Privatization What is pension privatization? Most existing pension schemes function on the pay-as-you-go (PAYG) principle: payroll taxes are collected from workers and immediately paid out to current retirees. Privatization means replacing this system in whole or in part with one where workers’ contributions accumulate in private investment accounts whose returns are paid out to workers over their retirement.2 A system that runs entirely on this principle is called a funded or fully-funded pension scheme because it always has the funds to pay out its promised benefits. Until Chile privatized its pension system in 1981, no country had privatized an existing PAYG scheme. This, however, has changed. In the late eighties and nineties a number of states – particularly in Latin America and Eastern Europe – completely or partially privatized their pension schemes (for a summary see Orenstein 2003). The infrequency of privatization is not surprising. There are strong reasons for believing that privatization is unlikely in democracies with mature pension schemes, i.e., systems in which nearly the whole population has “earned” rights to a pension by paying into the system for their entire working life. In the first place, there is the double-payment



3 problem. Privatization requires economically-active people to support two pension schemes at once. They must pay pensions for current retirees and build up savings for their own pensions. This constitutes a large economic burden on either working citizens or the government budget. In practice, governments have been able to overcome this hurdle through debtfinancing. The larger obstacles are the political ones. In the first place, PAYG systems are built on an implicit social contract between workers and retirees: current workers pay for the pensions of current retirees in the expectation that future generations of workers will pay for their pensions. Privatization breaks this contract by forcing workers to pay both for current retirees and for themselves. This rewriting of the social contract without compensation will likely bring opposition. Workers will oppose paying a second time for a pension which they have already “earned” through contributions to the system.3 As important politically is the effect this change has on the possibility of redistribution within the system. Most pension systems – the tendency was particularly pronounced in Eastern Europe – redistribute income from rich to poor. Because contributions in most PAYG systems end up in a single pot, they can be easily redistributed. Under a funded system, contributions go into individual accounts which make it far more difficult for the state to redistribute. The government must explicitly requisition these monies, angering citizens who believe they are entitled to their contributions. A final and often decisive political consideration is that the economic costs of the transition to a funded system mean that privatization may have to be accompanied by austerity measures like benefit cuts or increases in the retirement age. This is because the



4 budget cannot bear the entire burden of a switch. For obvious reasons, such measures are unpopular (Pierson 1994, Pierson and Weaver 1993).4 The upshot is that privatization should be unusual. In particular it should be more difficult as pension systems become more encompassing and mature – because transition costs will be higher and more citizens will have a stake in the social contract, lose out from reduced redistribution, or be affected by benefit cuts. It should also be less likely in democratic countries because voters can punish governments who enact unpopular policies. 2. Existing Studies To some extent these expectations fit the facts. The first privatizations were in Latin American countries which were either undemocratic or only partially democratic like the so-called delegative democracies. Their governments could presumably privatize because they were neither responsive nor accountable to voters. Further, Latin American pension systems often did not cover the entire population and thus had not built up extensive and expensive social contracts. Only a limited number of privileged occupational groups who received pensions might lose from privatization. More rigorous quantitative studies have confirmed this image of privatization.5 Three major factors are found to correlate with pension privatization. First, competitive politics tends to discourage privatization. Strong executive power is correlated with privatization (Madrid 2003) and at least within Latin America there is an inverse relation between democracy and privatization (Mesa-Lago and Müller 2002). In the same vein, veto points tend to make privatization less likely (Brooks 2002, Kay 1995); when citizens get a chance to block privatization, they take advantage of it.



5 Second, economic pressures play an important role in privatization. In particular, capital poor countries tend to adopt privatization as a way of increasing savings and creating growth (Brooks 2002, Madrid 2003, Müller 1999).6 On the other hand, large public debts and large pension commitments reduce the likelihood of privatization because they make it too expensive (Brooks 2002, Madrid 2003). Finally, international factors may persuade countries to privatize. In 1994, the World Bank (1994) published a report entitled “Averting the Old Age Crisis” which recommended that some countries privatize their pension schemes. This encouragement along with peer learning effects has been found to increase the likelihood of privatization (Brooks 2003, 2007, Madrid 2003). While these studies are persuasive, they leave several puzzles. The first is how privatization can succeed in democracies with established universal pension schemes. Governments in these countries cannot simply impose privatization and face large and strong entrenched interests who would be expected to oppose it. Existing theories do not explain how privatization can succeed in such circumstances. Similarly, they do not explain why democratically-elected politicians would choose to embark on these reforms. While increasing savings and growth may seem like enough of a motivation, in fact both outcomes are uncertain (Orszag and Stiglitz 1999) and if present manifest themselves only after a long time delay, far beyond the immediate electoral calendar. Why would democratic politicians pursue a policy with considerable short-term costs – all of those mentioned in section 1 – and uncertain long-term benefits? Perhaps they are altruistic or ideologically motivated, but a more persuasive explanation would begin with politicians’ desire to stay in power and maintain popularity.7 The explanation that I present in the following section remedies both of these problems. It



6 applies to countries where responsiveness and accountability are the norm and it foregrounds the motivations of politicians. 3. A New Model of Pension Privatization In my account of privatization, politicians and mass publics are at the center of the analysis. Virtually all accounts of pension politics in consolidated democracies begin with the constraints placed on reform by public opinion (Pierson 1994, Pierson and Weaver 1993, Weaver 1998). The PAYG system is strongly supported by its current and future beneficiaries. Both are represented by strong interest groups, retired person’s organizations in the first case and trade unions in the second. These organizations fight hard to preserve the system. Public opinion as a whole tends to be staunchly in favor of the existing pension system (Shapiro and Young 1989). These forces pose a dilemma for politicians who find they must change the parameters of the system. Most any cuts will be fiercely opposed and bring electoral retribution. When compelled to pursue such policies, politicians typically revert to blameavoidance politics (Weaver 1986); they try to hide their actions from public scrutiny or direct public attention elsewhere (Pierson 1994). They might, for example, pass complicated changes in benefit formulas or embark on reforms at the beginning of an electoral term (in the hope that voters’ memories are short). Public preferences should be even more decisive for reforms as dramatic and consequential as privatization. Privatization cannot be hidden in the same way that parametric changes can. Privatization requires all citizens to actively participate in managing their pension contribution; if it is to work, privatization has to be publicized and it has to produce enormous spontaneous compliance.



7 The question then becomes: are there any circumstances under which citizens would support or permit privatization? A funded pension system does have its supporters. Financial interests who stand to benefit from the mandatory investments may put their considerable resources behind the reform. It is also possible to remove current retirees from the debate. So long as their current benefits can be credibly guaranteed, they should not play a major role in privatization. (If this does not happen, they can be a powerful force to block it.) But the support of banks and the potential indifference of retirees do not make a winning coalition. I argue that under two conditions substantial numbers of citizens will come to support or at least accept privatization. First, citizens must lose confidence in the existing social contract. They must either come to doubt that they will receive benefits in the future or they must believe that current benefit schemes are unjust. If they lose confidence, they will be less likely to fight for the status quo.8 They will further be open to new programs that give them a chance to make up their losses – as investment purports to do – and that apply equally to all citizens. Second, citizens must have a degree of confidence in their country’s capital markets. They must believe that pension funds will be safe and trustworthy depositories for their savings. If workers harbor doubts about the reliability of existing funds and government regulation of them, it is unlikely that they will support a mandatory funded pillar (Teles 1998). If this condition is not met, then privatization is just as much a risk as the existing system. On the other hand, if investment is viewed positively, citizens will see it as a way to make up for the losses that have been incurred by mismanagement of the PAYG system.



8 The public may think in the following way. The current PAYG system is unsustainable and unfair, two characteristics that are unlikely to be remedied. This is a sunk cost that cannot be recovered. Thus, when the government offers a funded system with personal accounts, this is seen as a new benefit to replace the one that has been lost. Moreover, the high returns that investment promises are an attractive way to quickly make up one’s losses. These opinions should spur reelection-seeking politicians to act. Politicians will be reluctant to privatize without public support because of the high salience of the issue and the requirement of spontaneous compliance. If privatization becomes acceptable, however, it presents a singular opportunity to politicians. They can take credit for a major new program that can plausibly be sold as a benefit to most citizens. Such opportunities are rare in most countries, particularly ones which already have a large welfare state. Privatization presents other political benefits as well. Doing nothing – leaving the pension systems to rot – is likely to be a vote loser. To improve sustainability, politicians must make cuts in the PAYG system. Cuts by themselves, however, are also a vote loser. But combined with a headline-grabbing and popular privatization, cuts may lose their salience and allow politicians to claim that they have “saved” the pension system. 4. Implications If this model of privatization is true, what evidence should one see in privatizing and non-privatizing counties. This model has six implications that I look for in the empirical analysis to follow. These implications cover both public opinion (#1-3) and the political process (#4-6). The proper domain of these implications is democratic countries with mature and universal public pension schemes.



9 1. Public opinion. This model predicts large differences in public opinion between privatizers and non-privatizers. In particular, citizens in privatizing countries should have more negative attitudes towards the existing pension system, more confidence in capital markets, and therefore greater support for privatization. Indeed, attitudes towards privatization should follow from attitudes towards the existing system and capital markets. 2. Support base. Given the sensitivity of the public towards pensions and the universality of pension provision in established democracies, politicians should only pursue privatization if most major groups support it. The support base for privatization should therefore be broad in privatizing countries. 3. Sign-up rates. If privatization is popular due to negative attitudes towards the existing pension system, most citizens should voluntarily join the new system if given the choice. They should vote with their feet. 4. Interest groups. Since major pension reforms carry potentially severe political costs, politicians should pursue privatization only when major interest groups, particularly trade unions, can be persuaded to support the reform.9 Similarly, one would expect considerable consultation with interest groups to assure their assent. 5. Party support. Given the electoral dangers of privatization, reformers should push privatization only when they have cross-party support in parliament because they do not wish to expose themselves to the electoral risks of competing with parties who can claim that they have destroyed the pension system. 6. Timing. Since privatization is a credit-claiming rather than blame-avoiding reform, it should be passed near elections so that it remains fresh in voters’ minds.



10 If it were unpopular, reformers would avoid it at the end of their term because it would hurt their reelection prospects. To assess the reasonableness of this model, I look at two countries in Eastern Europe: Poland and the Czech Republic. While a better test would consider a wider range of countries, comparable public opinion data is not available for a large sample of countries. Moreover, there have been few privatizations in consolidated democracies. The evidence presented should therefore be regarded as demonstrating the face validity of the model rather than a conclusive test. The two countries were chosen because they share many historical, economic, and cultural legacies from their common experience with communism and democratic transition which facilitates comparisons by holding many causal factors constant.10 They also inherited similar pension schemes from the communist-era. Both had introduced PAYG pension systems after World War II and quickly expanded them to cover the entire population (for more history, see Müller 1999). By the nineties, the systems had matured – they were paying benefits to citizens who had contributed for their entire working lives.11 Most importantly, the two countries differ in their outcomes on the dependent variable. While Poland privatized in August 1997, privatization has still not been put on the agenda in the Czech Republic. 5. Public Support for Reforms This and the following section test the implications of this model in Poland and the Czech Republic. This section considers public opinion, while the next looks at the policy process. Table 1 presents a summary of some of the main measures of opinion described below.



11 Table 1 about here 5.1. Poland Early in the transition, Poland used its pension system to pay off losers from the transition. Early retirement was encouraged and benefits were raised and indexed quarterly to wage inflation (Golinowski 1999). The upshot of these policies was that pension spending rose from 7% of GDP in 1990 to over 15% in 1994 (Milanovic 1995). Poland’s pension system quickly became as generous as Sweden’s. This dramatic rise in spending was accompanied by falling contributions as unemployment rose, the gray economy expanded, and state-owned enterprises fell into the red. The result was large deficits. At the same time, the system became increasingly unfair. Powerful occupational groups who received privileged pensions under communism – nearly a quarter of workers according to Hausner (2001) – managed to maintain their privileged place in the system. Miners were able to defend and add to their privileges under three different governments. Farmers’ pensions were almost entirely subsidized from the general budget. Though successive governments proposed austerity measures, public and union outcry consistently forced them to back down (Müller 1999). As the fiscal impact and unfairness of benefits became increasingly clear to the Polish public, confidence in the pension system declined and citizens came to see it as unsustainable. Chlon (2000) cites nationwide representative polls from CBOS indicating that between 1995 and 1997, there was a 50% increase in the proportion of the population who thought the pension systems was working badly with an increase from approximately 25 to 37% in those who saw the system as working very badly. Only 10% of citizens viewed the pension system positively versus 67% negatively and less than 6%



12 thought that pensions assured a reasonable quality of life. By April 1997, 78% of citizens agreed with the proposition that the pension system was unlikely to deliver benefits in the future versus only 10% who believed their pension was secure. These opinions were likely influenced not only by the fiscal state of the system, but also by the large and growing number of special privileges mentioned above. The same polls showed that 69% of citizens saw the pension system as opaque (versus 12% who saw it as transparent) and 64% were uncertain on what their pension would depend (versus 24% who were of the opposite opinion) (Chlon, Gora, and Rutkowski 1999). Citizens blamed politicians for these problems – 63% saw pensions as the subject of political games versus 15% who did not. Polish citizens, by contrast, were well-disposed to investing. Golinowski (1999:181) cites the strong performance of the Pioneer pension fund as raising confidence in privatization. Chlon (2000:20) points to survey evidence that citizens held positive views towards investing in banks, stocks, and bonds, with only small numbers viewing these investments negatively. After the privatization, the most popular reasons for joining the new system were a belief that it would produce higher pensions (49%) and more secure pensions (48%) (respondents could choose multiple options) (Chlon 2000). Distrust in the old system and confidence in investing led to positive attitudes towards privatization. A nationwide public opinion poll from April 1997 (privatization was passed in August 1997) indicates that large majorities preferred a funded pension to one run on PAYG principles. Specifically, 68% of Poles believed pensions should be funded (versus 16% against) and 52% believed that they should “definitely” accumulate in individual accounts (32% said “probably” and 13% said they probably or definitely



13 should not) (Chlon 2000: 65). This enthusiasm was relatively similar across major demographic groups. Even the groups least disposed to funding and individual accounts – women, the poor, the elderly, and those with a primary education – were in favor of them. There was no group in which a plurality preferred the existing pension system. Were these positive views towards privatization a consequence of negative views towards the existing system and confidence in investing? To test this connection I performed regression analyses of the determinants of support for privatization.12 The dependent variables are the responses to the questions on whether respondents support the principle of funding and individual accounts.13 The key independent variables are evaluations of whether the current pension system is functioning well of poorly. Answers to a question on who should invest contributions to a private account – the state or private firms – provide a proxy for confidence in the financial system. As alternative explanations, I included first a variety of measures of socio-economic status. Better-positioned citizens are more likely to benefit from privatization. I thus included variables for employment status, income, educational attainment, and the respondent’s subjective evaluation of his/her own financial situation. Among the groups who might be expected to be hurt by reform are retirees, older citizens, and women. Variables are included for each of these groups. Given that privatization is associated with neo-liberal ideology, I also included a variable that measured the respondent’s position on a seven-point left-right scale. Table 2 presents the results of these regressions. Models 1 and 3 use listwise deletion of don’t know responses while Models 2 and 4 place don’t knows in the middle of the scale. Estimations are made with OLS except for Model 1 where a logistic model is



14 used because of the binary dependent variable. As the theory presented here predicts, the best and most consistent predictor of attitudes towards funding and individual accounts was the evaluation of the current system. Those with negative views of the current system were more likely to support funding and individual pension accounts over the PAYG system. This result was consistent across dependent variables and estimation techniques. There was less evidence that confidence in financial markets mattered – the private investment variable is only significant in one estimation – but this variable is a weaker proxy for the underlying concept. Table 2 about here Few other variables were precisely estimated for the funding question (there is a weak effect for education). On the individual accounts question, there was some evidence that economic position mattered as the better educated, the employed, and respondents who rated their financial situation positively were more likely to favor individual accounts. Paradoxically, higher incomes were associated with less support for individual accounts. Contrary to ideological theories, citizens on the left were more likely to support privatization in most models, but the effect was not precisely estimated. The results then indicate that evaluations of the public pension system do affect attitudes towards privatization. In fact, their effect is larger and more consistent than for either political or economic variables that one would expect to matter more. It is not exclusively right-wing respondents or wealthier respondents who tend to favor privatization. The weak results on the education variable also suggest that it is not the government duping the less educated.



15 Poles in short came out strongly in favor of privatization because they were dissatisfied with the existing pension system which they viewed as non-transparent and nearing bankruptcy. While this evidence supports the account I have laid out above, it is not immune to doubts. Citizens may not have clearly understood the questions or had definite preferences. An additional piece of evidence, however, strengthens the case that these opinions were real. After passing a partial privatization of their pension systems, Poland gave younger citizens a choice between remaining in the old system or joining the new one. Public buy-in was far higher than expected; over 80% of young people with a choice chose the private system (see Chlon 2000: 37-42). Even if one discounts the public opinion results cited above as being merely uninformed talk or biased interpretation, citizens chose to vote with their feet in favor of reform. 5.2. Czech Republic The Czech Republic pursued a quite different course from Poland after 1989. Successive governments kept pension spending very much under control. Early retirement was not encouraged and benefits were not increased. The pension system even ran a surplus – contributions exceeded expenditures – until 1997. At the same time, the country managed to eliminate footholds for almost all privileged groups. Spending on pensions thus reached only 9.1% of GDP in 1995. As a result, most Czechs rated their own system as in good shape. Substantial majorities viewed future benefits as both secure and adequate for their retirement needs. When asked about their opinions on the existing pension system in a nationwide poll sponsored by the EU’s Phare program, almost a majority (46.4%) saw the current system



16 as entirely adequate for the future (Haberlova and Hartl 1998).14 Indeed, citizens had good reasons to have faith in the old system. The pension system never became the sort of fiscal burden that it was in Poland. Moreover, the government’s unification of the disparate pension schemes and elimination of all special occupational privileges meant that the system was by and large fair. Precisely the opposite situation characterizes capital markets. While both countries experienced bankruptcies and scandals in their financial sector, Poland had cleaned up its own much earlier than the Czechs. Indeed, non-transparency and lack of regulation in financial markets are widely considered the bete noire of the Czech transition (Brom and Orenstein 1994, Orenstein 2001). The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD 1994-) which rates all Eastern European countries on the degree of reform in banking and the financial sector ranked Poland consistently ahead of the Czech Republic on both categories throughout the nineties. Particularly disturbing for citizens was the fate of the voucher scheme for privatizing the country’s state-owned enterprises. A large number of citizens invested their vouchers in investment funds which turned out to be corrupt, an outcome that soured many Czechs on the benefits of investing (Orenstein 2001). More relevant for Czech judgments of privatization was the voluntary system of supplementary pension insurance set up in 1994. Citizens received a state subsidy for contributing to a private pension account. The system, however, was plagued with problems. Regulation was almost non-existent and returns were not made public (Jelínek and Schneider 1999: 260-2). Forty-four funds initially entered the market, but due to bankruptcies the number dropped to 26 by 1998 and to 14 by 2002 (Jelínek and



17 Schneider 1999: 263). The public was not ignorant of this state of affairs. Surveys from 1997 and 1998 showed that lack of trust in funds was either the first or second most important reason for not investing – named by 60% of respondents and exceeded only by lack of money for contributions (Jelínek and Schneider 1999: 268-70). Tellingly, the third most cited reason – with over 50% support – was that the state pension would be sufficient. The pension funds for their part seemed to share this distrust and did not lobby for privatization. Macha (1999: 255) notes that the private funds were afraid the new system would steal their clients. More plausibly, funds worried about the increased state regulation and oversight that a mandatory system would bring. The Czech case presents exactly the opposite structure of preferences from Poland. A plurality of respondents thought that minor changes would suffice to keep the system in balance. When asked about their preferences for the future, 65.7% preferred either the status quo or the status quo with minor adjustments (Haberlova and Hartl 1998). By contrast, only 34% of citizens preferred a fully or partially funded system. Views on the past and future were highly correlated with each other: citizens who believed the existing system was in good shape were more likely to prefer that system. Citizens were also quite averse to being forced to invest in pension funds: 61% disagreed or strongly disagreed with being forced to save for retirement in pension funds and 81% opposed being forced to invest in special bank accounts (Haberlova and Hartl 1998). This reflects Czechs’ negative experience with investing. In short, there was not widespread enthusiasm for privatization in the Czech Republic largely because of the



18 perceived sustainability of the current system and negative warning signs from the financial sector. 6. The Politics of Reforms This section considers the political process of privatization. In particular, it considers whether interest were consulted and supported privatization, whether parliamentary votes crossed party lines, and whether legislation was passed in a preelectoral period. 6.1. Poland Poland’s path to privatization began in 1994 as a consequence of the enormous costs of the pension system. Despite a favorable demographic situation and the highest retirement age in the region, Poland was spending 15% of GDP on pensions. Benefit cuts had proven politically difficult and had even led to the fall of one government. Concern over unemployment – which had risen from zero to 14% over the first four years of the transition – was also important. The issue was politically sensitive (Przeworski 1993) and most solutions required cuts in payroll taxes, which stood at 45% of wages (CzepulisRutkowska 1999: 145). Since payroll taxes funded the pension system, pension reform gained salience. Surprisingly, privatization was put on the agenda by a left-of-center party, the post-communist Democratic Left Alliance (SLD), which had come to power in 1993 promising to help the losers of the transition. The official responsible for pushing the reform, the Minister of Finance Grzegorz Kołodko, was not a neo-liberal, but the country’s leading academic critic of shock therapy. Kołodko’s long-term economic



19 program, “A Strategy for Poland,” included pension privatization among its ten points (Kołodko 2000). Jerzy Hausner, later the Plenipotentiary for Social Security Reform, writes that privatization rose on the government’s agenda when decisions by the Constitutional Tribunal overturned several benefit cuts as unconstitutional (Hausner 2001). This made continued ad hoc adjustments, the standard modus operandi, more difficult and directed minds towards more comprehensive plans. Even without the court, however, such manipulation was not sustainable in the long-run. The government in turn passed Kołodko’s economic plan and directed the Ministry of Labor to work on the new funded pillar. Under the powerful Leszek Miller, the Labor Ministry ignored this directive and instead prepared a rationalization scheme that included benefit cuts, but not privatization.15 With technical help from the World Bank, the Ministry of Finance prepared a counter-proposal including privatization. There was a deadlock between these two proposals that lasted until mid-1996. Public opinion polls showed that the public wanted more radical reforms than those proposed by Miller, but Miller did not budge. The deadlock was only broken by a cabinet shakeup which pushed Miller upstairs to the Interior Ministry. The new Minister of Labor as well as the new Prime Minister were both more centrist and wanted to respond to public doubts about the government’s reform credentials. The Prime Minister, Wlodzimierz Cimoszewicz, hoped to counter the opposition Solidarity’s argument that his government was simply living off the fruits of Solidarity’s painful reforms from the early nineties. According to Hausner, the Prime



20 Minister wanted a major and public reform before the next elections, scheduled for September 1997.16 Reform preparations were then shifted to a newly-created Office of the Plenipotentiary for Social Security to avoid bureaucratic delays. Even the sudden death of the Minister of Labor and his replacement with an opponent of reform did not stop privatization, which had become a priority for the leadership of the Democratic Left Alliance. The reforms prepared by the Office were clearly designed to win public support. The reform package was entitled “Security through Diversity,” indicating the government was selling its response to the perceived insecurity of the old system. To guarantee this security, private pension funds were required to achieve a minimum level of returns and had to keep reserve funds if returns dropped below this minimum. Complementary benefit cuts were delayed until after elections. Similarly, the funded pillar would comprise 20% of contributions. Opting for a partial rather than a full privatization helped to allay fears about the new system. Policy design thus helped increase support for privatization. The reform process was accompanied by significant consultations with the major trade unions through the tripartite commission as well as in less formal settings. Both major unions, the right-wing Solidarity and the left-wing OPZZ, supported privatization and voted to go forward with it at a tripartite meeting in April 1997, which Hausner calls a key moment in the reform process (Hausner 2001). This is surprising given that Poland’s unions were the most outspoken and strike-prone in the region and had blocked pension reforms in the past (Ekiert and Kubik 1999). Solidarity in fact had put forward its



21 own proposal for privatization. OPZZ’s support appears to be due to recognition of the reform’s popularity among its rank-and-file (the union conducted surveys of its members on the issue of pension reform) as well as a desire to help the left-wing Democratic Left Alliance win upcoming elections (VUPSV 2002). Both unions may have hoped to participate in the new pension funds, though ultimately they were not important players. In the end, the reform sailed through parliament. When it came to a vote in the summer of 1997, over ninety percent of MPs voted in favor, comprising both the governing Social Democrats and the right-wing opposition. The only nay votes came from a small number of far right nationalists. The major debate in parliament was not over privatization itself, but over how it would be funded. Solidarity pushed for stateowned enterprises to be included in the assets of pension funds, but was defeated (Gesell et al. 1999). Żukowski (1999:169) writes, “There has, in fact, been no major political party or social group that has opposed the reform entirely.” The final privatization scheme was passed in August 1997, only a month before parliamentary elections. Voters would not be able to ignore the reform at the ballot box. In almost all respects then, privatization in Poland resembles democratic policymaking rather than autonomy or blame avoidance. 6.2. Czech Republic The Czech Republic presented more fertile ground for privatization than Poland. For most of the nineties and all of the period when Poland was debating privatization, the Czech Republic was governed by the most vocally neo-liberal party in the region, Václav Klaus’s Civic Democratic Party (ODS). Klaus trumpeted individual responsibility and free markets above all. The Czech budget and even the pension system meanwhile



22 remained in surplus for much of the nineties. This gave the government more fiscal room for maneuver. The Czech Republic was the first country in the region to adopt a voluntary pension scheme with a subsidy for contributions, which it instituted in 1994 (Macha 1999). Its stated goal, not in fact achieved, was to lower dependence on public pensions. But that was the extent of movement toward privatization in the Czech Republic. Throughout the nineties, no significant political actor in the Czech Republic advocated privatization (Večerník 2002). There were no legislative proposals for privatization over the six years of right-wing rule from 1992 to 1998. Klaus himself rarely spoke of the issue, though he did push for Singapore-style private health savings accounts. The only party somewhat interested in privatization was the small Civic Democratic Alliance (ODA), which found itself outside of parliament after the 1998 elections (Macha 1999: 255). Even their support was tepid. Tellingly, though its policy positions were almost identical with Klaus’s party, ODA was known for its lack of a popular touch. This silence on privatization continued under Social Democratic governments from 1998 to 2006. Their party leaders were adamantly opposed to privatization and refused even parametric reforms as deficits emerged and grew. Though liberal parties, including the Freedom Union who joined the Social Democrats in government after 2002, began to call for privatization, their influence on policy making was limited. An all-party commission on pension reform named in 2004 similarly could not agree on privatization and did not include it among its recommendations. ODS advocated privatization in its



23 2006 election program, but, despite winning the elections, has not yet aggressively pushed it forward. Interest groups have been similarly silent. Though some economists associated with major investment banks have supported the idea in the media, their influence on policy is minimal. Pension funds, which should be expected to favor privatization, have been vague about their support. During an interview with the present author, a representative of the sector’s lobbying group – the Association of Pension Funds of the Czech Republic – approvingly cited a study by Peter Orszag and Joseph Stiglitz criticizing privatization.17 A study by the Czechoslovak Commercial Bank at the end of 1997 argued that it would take from two to five years to prepare unregulated Czech capital markets for reform, this at a time when Hungary and Poland were already privatizing (Dvořák 1997). Not surprisingly, the major union confederation in the Czech Republic has consistently taken a hardline approach against privatization. In sum, politicians followed the public in avoiding privatization despite seemingly favorable background conditions. 7. Alternative Explanations Before proceeding to the conclusion, it is worth considering a number of alternative explanations to the one proposed above. Some may object that economic factors account for reform pathways (Müller 1999). Poland experienced more severe problems with its pension system than the Czech Republic. However, economic pressures in fact make reform more difficult; privatization dramatically increases short-term fiscal deficits. Economic deficits militated in favor of cost-saving benefit cuts, not cost-creating privatization.18



24 One might further argue that World Bank pressure was key and that the Bank had greater leverage in Poland because of its higher external debts. The Bank’s support, however, was not based on conditionality and was in fact requested by the government. Loans from the Bank to support privatization were not large either, amounting to only 2.6 million USD (Andrews 2006). The Bank did provide technical assistance, but it is far from clear that technical sophistication helps bills to pass. I have already addressed partisan and ideological theories by showing that privatization was enacted by a left-wing party in Poland and ignored by right-wing parties in the Czech Republic.19 It should be added that labor unions were far stronger and more prone to strike in Poland than in the Czech Republic (Ekiert and Kubik 1999). Further, the SLD came to power in Poland promising to soften the effects of the transition; they had no neo-liberal ax to grind. Partisan variables work in exactly the opposite direction as one would expect. One might hypothesize a Nixon-in-China effect, but left-wing parties had little reason to believe that they had to privatize. Institutional explanations are also common in accounts of reform.20 It is argued that a higher number of veto points makes policy change more difficult. These cases, however, do not allow a test of such an explanation. In most respects, institutions were similar in the two countries: both were multiparty parliamentary systems with proportional electoral laws. As a semi-presidential regime, Poland had slightly more veto points than the Czech Republic, but this did not hinder policy adoption. Consideration of additional cases is necessary to throw light on this explanation. Two more direct attacks on the present model argue that the public was too weak to be important for reforms or that it was either ill-informed or manipulated. In the first



25 case, observers would point to what has been called the “weakness of civil society” in Eastern Europe (Howard 2002). How could a weak civil society matter for policy making? But in fact the dire fiscal situation of the Polish pension system was due to public demands for compensation for social hardship (Cain and Surdej 1999). The inability of governments to restore pension systems to balance through benefit cuts is likewise testimony to the power of the public. Further, Poland’s civil society has been characterized as the strongest in Eastern Europe (Linz and Stepan 1996), and yet privatization proceeded largely without conflict in Poland. Moreover, conflict did come to Poland when the new government elected in 1998 tried to fix the PAYG system and met tremendous resistance (Orenstein 1999). An even stronger response to this criticism can be found in Greskovits (1998). He argues that while civil society may be weak, citizens in Eastern Europe are very effective at expressing displeasure at the ballot box. Indeed, almost no governments in the region have won reelection (Roberts 2008). This confirms that politicians had strong reasons to worry about their electoral prospects. A more subtle challenge would argue that the public did permit reform, but did not know what it was supporting or had been manipulated by politicians, so that its support does not indicate responsiveness (Zaller 1992). Evidence on informedness is mixed. There is good evidence that the public was aware that privatization was being considered and knew that it meant personal accounts and individual investment. It is less clear that they were informed on the technical details (Chlon 2001).



26 Could politicians’ themselves have created this enthusiasm? There is some evidence that politicians dramatized the crisis of the old system and trumpeted public accounts; but there are no accounts of false statements (in particular see Ferge 1999 on Hungary). Overdoing their attacks on the existing system was a risk for politicians, especially in countries with high electoral volatility. After all, they could easily be blamed for not fixing the problems they exaggerated. It is also unlikely that the governing parties in Poland were captured by particular influential groups in favor of privatization. Parties received most of their funding from the state and the SLD had probably the most secure financial base of any party due to its large membership base and resources inherited from communism (Szczerbiak 2001). They did not have to sell policy to the highest bidder. Moreover, the major beneficiaries of the privatization were foreign-owned insurance companies who had relatively less access to parties than domestic interests (Chlon 2001). Even among the domestic public, the electoral base of the SLD, like other parties, was well-distributed among demographic groups; they were in no sense a party of a particular class, much less a wealthy class, and responsive only to that class (Szczerbiak 2001). While some elements of these alternative accounts played a role in pension privatization, they all worked through the public rather than around it. Economic factors had effects, but by weakening confidence in the system. Similarly, partisan effects mattered, but mainly because left-wing parties had to prove their reform credentials to voters. Lack of information and political manipulation may have had effects on the margin, but it is hard to believe that they can account for all the facts presented here.21



27 8. Conclusions This paper has argued that in democracies with mature pension systems, privatization proceeds when mass publics come to accept it. Public support in turn is a consequence of a loss of confidence in the existing PAYG system and the presence of confidence in capital markets. There is emerging evidence that similar dynamics apply to pension reforms in other established democracies (Anderson 2001, Brooks and Weaver 2006). I would add one additional set of remarks on the nature of public influence on reforms. Writing about the privatizations in Hungary and Poland, Nelson (2001) concedes that the public was receptive, but argues that it was not “driving” reforms. By driving, she apparently means that citizens were not demanding, as in tax revolts, that government take this particular step. This is surely correct. I would describe public influence in this way. The public had serious doubts about the old system and wanted substantial changes. Politicians responded to this general demand. Their response involved weighing alternative options according to whether they would enable them to pick up or at least avoid losing votes. Privatization was the policy which fit this bill better than others. What I have in mind then is not a unidirectional effect of the public on the government, but an interactive one where politicians test ideas on the waters of the public and choose those options that help them politically. My claim then is that if public opinion had not been receptive, these reforms would not have happened. This study has more general implications for research on the welfare state and Eastern European politics. Research on the welfare state has typically focused on the role



28 of economic factors, left-wing parties and unions, and political institutions (Pierson 1994). The argument here suggests that public opinion should be taken more seriously as a causal variable (Brooks and Manza 2007). Since pensions are a policy area with large direct effects on citizens, it would be surprising if public preferences did not play an important role in permitting or blocking reforms. This emphasis is very much consistent with recent accounts focusing on legacies and policy feedback which also work through public opinion (Pierson 1996). This study also tells us something significant about Eastern European politics. The results suggest that democracy in these countries is functioning better than expected. The preferences of the public are heeded and major interest groups are consulted. These countries appear to be not mere “electoral democracies,” but high quality democracies in the sense of having strong linkages between politicians and citizens. As a consequence, pension privatization in these countries tells us much about the prospects for privatization in other advanced democracies. In particular, we learn that loss of public confidence in the PAYG system is essential for privatization. It is no surprise that the main debates over Social Security are about whether it is in “crisis” or not and at what point it will become bankrupt (Krugman 2001). This is logical. Politicians recognize that the battle for Social Security in the U.S. hinges on public perceptions of its viability.22 If they manage to undercut confidence in the system, then privatization becomes that much easier. This paper suggests that the outcome of such debates – along with perceptions of the riskiness of investing (see Barabas 2006) – will be the decisive factor in determining whether privatization is adopted.
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Issue Current system



Table 1: Attitudes towards Pensions Poland Czech Republic General state: 10% positive Changes necessary: 46% small/no vs. vs. 67% negative 53% large Future benefits: 10% secure vs. 78% insecure Transparency: 12% transparent vs. 69% opaque Subject of political games: 63% yes vs. 15% no



Financial markets



Reliability of pension funds: 30% good vs. 51% bad Security of bank deposits: 22% good vs. 75% bad



Privatization



Pensions should be funded: 68% yes vs. 16% no



Individual accounts better than current: 44% yes vs. 55% no



Pensions in individual accounts: 84% yes vs. 13 no



Mandatory savings above current system: 19% yes vs. 80% no Best system: 66% current/minor changes vs. 34% partial/full liberal system



Sources: See text below.
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Dependent variable Estimation method



Table 2: Sources of Support for Privatization (1) (2) (3) (4) Support for principle of Support for individual funding accounts Logit



OLS



OLS



OLS



0.460 (0.149)**



0.121 (0.037)**



0.142 (0.040)**



0.104 (0.027)**



Private investment (1=private, 0=state)



-0.179 (0.394)



0.013 (0.062)



0.066 (0.086)



0.164 (0.046)**



Left-right (1=leftmost, 7=rightmost)



-0.114 (0.081)



-0.022 (0.028)



-0.006 (0.017)



0.010 (0.020)



Employed (1=employed, 0=other)



0.404 (0.317)



0.112 (0.108)



0.176 (0.086)*



0.212 (0.085)*



Retiree (1=retiree, 0=other)



0.466 (0.414)



0.203 (0.135)



0.107 (0.104)



0.022 (0.111)



Income (000s zloty monthly)



0.429 (0.940)



0.140 (0.191)



-0.267 (0.135)*



-0.285 (0.163)



Financial situation (1=bad, 4=good)



-0.023 (0.139)



-0.009 (0.038)



0.05 (0.026)



0.07 (0.029)*



Education (1=primary, 9=university)



0.117 (0.065)



0.037 (0.018)*



0.025 (0.012)*



0.049 (0.014)**



Female



-0.271 (0.225)



-0.095 (0.072)



-0.052 (0.050)



-0.098 (0.056)



Age



-0.007 (0.011)



-0.004 (0.003)



0.003 (0.002)



0.002 (0.003)



Constant



0.055 (0.940)



1.887 (0.270)**



1.667 (0.215)**



2.111 (0.201)**



652 0.07



1090 0.09



General evaluation (1=very good, 4=very bad)



Observations 653 1090 R-squared 0.04 Standard errors in parentheses. ** p


31 Endnotes 1



The original version of this paper included Hungary as another privatizing case.



2



The purported advantages of privatization are that it copes better with an aging



population, reduces tax evasion, deepens capital markets, and increases savings. All of these points are controversial and will not be addressed in this paper, which focuses exclusively on the politics of privatization. 3



There are groups who benefit from privatization – wealthy citizens and financial



interests to name two. I will discuss them in more detail below. 4



Other reasons for opposition to privatization are worries about the risks of stock market



investment and the high cost of administering the system, especially the fees charged by investment funds. 5



I will discuss some qualitative results below.



6



It is worth noting that the desire to expand financial markets and promote growth were



the least cited reasons for adopting privatization in a survey of pension experts in 34 countries. The most cited reason – named in 30 of 34 countries – was to increase the fiscal sustainability of the system (Chlon-Dominczak and Mora 2003). 7



Indeed, one could plausibly argue that it is high, rather than low, savings rates which



would induce politicians to privatize because they would make economic costs less salient. 8



Brooks and Weaver (2006) make a similar point about the adoption of notionally



defined contribution systems. 9



Anderson (2001) finds in Sweden that “retrenchment only occurred when and where the



Social Democratic Party and some segments of the labor movement supported change.”
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10



They also occupied similar positions in the international system which means that the



diffusion effects found by Brooks (2007) should not provide leverage in explaining differences. 11



The sum total of the systems’ obligations to citizens – known as the implicit pension



debt and commonly used as a measure of the fiscal burden of the system – rivaled those of Italy and Sweden (Brooks and James 2001). 12



I use the CBOS survey from April 1997 cited above. Equivalent results can be obtained



from a survey conducted in October 1997 after the privatization was passed. 13



The funding question read: “There has been much discussion about the reform of the



pension system. In what direction do you think reforms should go? (1) A worker’s pension should be determined by his/her own contributions which accumulate through his/her lifetime or (2) Contributions of workers should finance the pensions of current workers and in the future his/her pension will come from the contributions of those working at that time.” The individual accounts question read “Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Contributions paid during my working career should be accumulated in an individual account. In this way, I will know at every moment, the amount of accumulated capital and my pension will be proportional to the amount contributed.” 14



It is worth adding that the Czech poll was taken in 1998 in the midst of a severe



recession and government crisis. By contrast, Poland was experiencing robust growth in 1997. 15



For details on the proposals from the two ministries, see Orenstein (1999).



16



Interview with Jerzy Hausner, Cracow Academy of Economics, Cracow, 15 May 2001.
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17



Interview with Eva Vitková, Association of Pension Funds, Prague, 3 February 2000.



18



Brooks (2002) finds that a higher debt/GDP ratio reduces the likelihood of



privatization. 19



It should be noted that the SLD shared power with a smaller Peasants’ Party. This



party, however, was a single-issue party supporting farmers and had little effect on reforms. Chlon-Dominczak and Mora’s (2003) survey of experts similarly finds that ideology played little role in the Eastern European cases. 20



Some accounts have shown that veto points affect the size of the privatization, but not



the decision to privatize. See, for example, Brooks and James (2001) and Orenstein (1999). 21



Most accounts do not consider public opinion and do not explain such surprising facts



as passage of reform by a left-wing government or the passage of reform in a preelectoral period. 22



Critics of Social Security realized this long ago. See Butler and Germanis (1984)
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